Chase Buckle Replacement Instructions (Model nos. 329xxxx)

1. Unbuckle harness by tilting top of buckle down, pressing top edge of red button and pulling out buckle tongues.

2. Unbuckle the chest clip on front of seat.

3. On back of car seat, press plastic thumb tabs to release metal harness anchor on the strap from the child's left side (the strap that does not have the mid belt adjuster).

4. Turn harness anchor sideways and push through slot from back to front of seat.

5. Making sure to feed buckle tongue and chest clip through slot separately to avoid getting parts wedged in slot.

6. Turn seat over and push the same harness anchor back up through the slot in other side of seat (the child's right).

7. With the seat still turned over, remove the crotch strap by turning harness anchor sideways and push it up through slot in seat and seat pad.

8. On back of car seat, press plastic thumb tabs to release metal harness anchor on the remaining strap (child's right side).

9. Turn harness anchor sideways and push through slot from back to front of seat shell and corresponding slot in seat pad. **Discard crotch buckle and harness assembly that was just removed from your seat.**

10. Take your replacement harness system and assemble crotch strap buckle into shell by turning the anchor sideways and pushing down through seat pad slot from top of seat. Pull on crotch strap to verify it is secure. Be sure the red button is facing toward you.

11. 1. Take harness strap with mid-belt adjuster (child's right) and turn the harness anchor sideways.

2. Push it through the appropriate shoulder belt slot in seat on the child's right side. Snap the metal anchor into the plastic thumb tabs.

3. Make sure chest clip with Evenflo logo is facing out and the strap is not twisted.
Unfasten the chest clip. Unfasten the buckle tongue on the child’s left side. Leave right side buckle tongue engaged in buckle.

Take metal harness anchor from strap on child’s left side and slide it through the slot in the bottom of the seat on child’s right side. Follow with chest clip and buckle tongue, one at a time.

Turn seat over and slide end of harness up through other side of seat from the bottom (up through the child’s left side) making sure not to twist the straps.

Snap buckle tongue into the crotch buckle as shown and snap chest clip together.

Turn harness anchor sideways and push it through shoulder belt slot. Make sure it is at the same height as the other shoulder belt.

Make sure both anchors at rear of seat are snapped in.

Final Check:
- Make sure straps are not twisted
- Make sure metal harness anchors are snapped in place on the back of seat.
- You may have to adjust straps in front if either side has more slack than the other.
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